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SAVES  T IME

LOW CONSUMPT ION

CLEANS  AND  MA INTA INS

PROTECTS  YOUR  INVESTMENT

EASY  TO  USE



HARO Sports Floors are an investment in long-lasting performance.

But even a first-class product needs regular cleaning and care to

ensure that it maintains its value and function for years to come.

That is why we recommend MAROB GIANT. This professional 

cleaner combines quality, performance and easy handling.

Quick

Whether it is cleaning or maintenance, MAROB GIANT 

ensures fast results. One person can effortlessly treat 

1200 m2 in 25 minutes. As drying times are fast (about 

10 – 15 minutes), the floor is ready for use again with 

minimum downtime.

Environmentally friendly

MAROB GIANT saves resources. It needs no electric 

power and only a little water and recommended 

cleaner (15–20 ml/m2). For 1200 m2 you need 

only 20 l of clear water. It leaves no dirty water 

on the floor. It also increases the intervals 

between intensive cleaning as the sports 

floor is thoroughly cleaned during routine 

cleaning.

PERFECT TECHNOLOGY FOR PERFECT FLOORS
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Made in Germany



Versatile

MAROB GIANT is a master of all disciplines: whether you're carrying out an 

intensive clean or carrying out routine cleaning and maintenance. It is just as

suitable for both water-sensitive floors (e.g. parquet or linoleum) and synthetic

floors made of polyurethane, PVC, etc.

Ergonomic

One of MAROB GIANT's greatest strong points is its ergonomic, easy-to-use

design. There is no strain on the user's shoulders or cervical spine.

Thorough

MAROB GIANT removes clinging or sticky dirt (e.g. beverage stains) and loose

dirt (e.g. fine dust and grit) during daily maintenance. The sport floor remains

clean and hygienic, maintains its sport-technical properties (e.g. slip resistance)

and thus complies with the standards DIN 77400, DIN 18032 part 2 and the sports

performance requirements for class A4 EN 14904.

How to use MAROB GIANT:

Micro-nozzles evenly apply the cleaning solution to the first Textronic special mop pad. The inclined

position of the mop further increases the abrasive effect. It is followed by the second Textronic mop

pad, which is dry and picks up the loosened dirt. While passing forward and back over the floor,

MAROB GIANT cleans and maintains the surface in every stroke. It's that easy.

3.

4.
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Simply slip on the special mop pad

Empty the tank completely Quickly and evenly apply the floor care product Uses 2 mop pads (1 damp, 1 dry) 
for routine cleaning

Pour the cleaning / care solution into the water tank
(35 l capacity)

Evenly dampen the first mop pad



Hamberger Flooring GmbH & Co. KG
Postfach 10 03 53

83003 Rosenheim
Deutschland

Phone +49 8031 700-240
Fax +49 8031 700-249

E-Mail haro-sports@hamberger.de

www.haro-sports.com

TESTED,  APPROVED 
AND CERT IF IED!

Sales and consulting: HARO Sports 

Our sales representatives will assist you with any questions you 

may have regarding MAROB GIANT. They will be happy to provide you

with comprehensive expert advice.

TÜ Arena in Tübingen, Germany: The portable HARO Sports Floor ROME 25 
is cleaned with MAROB GIANT.


